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Chapter 1961: Everyone's shock and admiration 

"Everyone is too ridiculous!" 

"If you hadn't formed an absolute crushing strength, what if I could find Zhong Biezhu and them?" 

"My combat power alone cannot pose a threat to them." 

"So, to say credit, you fellow Taoists are more than me!" 

Seeing everyone complimenting him, Su Lang immediately said modestly. 

Qin Song and others saw that Su Lang had not taken any credit at all, and that his favorability had 

soared, and the idea of defending Su Lang in their hearts became firmer. 

then. 

Everyone, once again, you say and I say, and most of the credit for this big victory is counted on Su Lang. 

Su Lang couldn't refuse, but accepted with a wry smile. 

After some conversation. 

The mood of the crowd gradually calmed down. 

"Friends of Taoism." 

"Next, wait for me to collect all the planets in this star field into my body, so as not to have the fish that 

slip through the net of the Tianmi continent!" 

Su Lang looked around the many planets in Qingsheng Great Region, and said to Qin Song and others. 

"what?" 

"Take these planets into your body?" 

Jiang Wenzheng asked in astonishment, "Are you sure it's the body, not other spaces?" 

This statement came out. 

Qin Song and others were also surprised. 

Taking the outside planet into the body and the space created by oneself are completely different 

concepts. 

Tuck into the body. 

Generally refers to the collection of life universe. 

But everyone's life universe can only accommodate their own very primary life planets, and at most they 

are engaged in some satellites. 

It is impossible to pack the entire star field into the body. 
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Even with special magical powers to earn the space created by yourself, it is not an easy task. 

"I really want to take them into my body!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "Because my crystal wall cell development route is another one, the road to the 

great universe!" 

Hear this. 

Qin Song and others were shocked! 

As a senior too junior strong. 

They certainly know the two development routes of the Primordial Realm for crystal wall cells. 

The first. 

It is the fusion and growth of crystal wall cells! 

The next day is to develop each crystal wall cell individually! 

In order to make the comprehend time rules be able to integrate into a larger proportion of the 

primordial body earlier and faster. 

The first path they all practiced. 

That is, the crystal wall cells merge and grow with each other! 

Because the second path is too difficult! 

Not to mention trying, just thinking about it, they will all tremble! 

But Su Lang actually did that! 

And quite accomplished! 

As soon as it reached the first level of the first evolvement, many crystal wall cells have already grown 

and grown. 

Everyone understands. 

It is estimated that this is why. 

Su Lang could possess the power to approach the level of Sanyan Primordial Beginning with Yiyan 

Primordial Beginning Realm. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"Unexpectedly, you actually chose the cultivation method of the Great Thousand Universe, which is 

really incredible!" 

"Yes, the road in the early days is extremely difficult, and the cultivation method of developing the 

universe is even more difficult by countless times!" 



"Friend Su Lang, I know that you have extremely terrifying talents, but this road is really too difficult. 

Why would you consider two paths for fellow practitioners?" 

"If you initiate the two paths, on the one hand, a large number of cells will fuse and grow, and on the 

other hand, some cells will develop individually." 

"In this way, the difficulty of training can be reduced a bit, and higher realms can be reached faster, but 

the combat power will also be many times stronger than the warriors of the same level!" 

"Yes, yes, yes, it is said that the previous leader of the boundless world used this kind of cultivation 

method!" 

"..." 

After Qin Song and others were shocked, they all showed admiration. 

Immediately, he worried that Su Lang's path of cultivation was too difficult, resulting in a delay in 

improving his realm. 

So they put forward their own suggestions. 

Their suggestions are also more pertinent, even after being practiced by the last leader of Infinity. 

But for Su Lang. 

The hardest thing is the one that suits you best! 

There is one-key practice function and one-key martial arts function. 

It is not difficult to develop and grow every crystal wall cell! 

"Your suggestions are very good." 

"But I still decided to practice the path of the Great Universe!" 

"I want to cultivate all one hundred and seventy gai cells in my body into a crystal wall world like the life 

universe!" 

Su Lang smiled, his tone was sonorous and firm, and he was extremely confident. 

Chapter 1962: Since then, the deity is the emperor of the endless universe 

Everyone sees this. 

While shocked, while admiring. 

Su Lang's boldness is really too great! 

And Su Lang has that confidence and strength to accomplish miracles that they can't even imagine! 

"If it succeeds, Daoist Su Lang will definitely be stronger than the previous leader of the boundless 

world!" 

"Hahaha, Fellow Su Lang, no matter how you choose, we will do our best to support you!" 
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"Yes, I tried my best without reservation. In fact, from my perspective, we can already confirm the new 

leader of Daoist Su Lang!" 

"I agree. Daoist Su Lang is our new leader, His Majesty Emperor Zhou!" 

"Yes! We have not had a backbone for billions of years. Now, Fellow Su Lang is your Majesty Emperor 

Zhou!" 

"..." 

Qin Song and others solemnly expressed their attitudes, and bowed down to Su Lang one by one, 

shouting in their mouths His Majesty Emperor Zhou! 

As for the identity of the leader. 

Su Lang does his part! 

"Dear friends, please!" 

"Since everyone can afford it." 

"Then, from now on, the deity will be the emperor of the boundless universe!" 

"This deity will definitely lead the people to fight the Heavenly Mi Continent, and regain the Heavenly 

Jade, Tian Ting, and Tian Mi Continent!" 

"The Emperor Origin Mingzhou, the deity will also kill him, and even wipe him out of the long river of 

time!" 

Su Lang accepted the identity of Emperor Wu Bian Zhou, and used a burst of energy to hold up more 

than fifty Taichu statues together, and gave a solemn promise. 

"I will follow your majesty to the death!" 

Qin Song, Jiang Wenzheng, Miao Mingyuan and others all saluted Su Lang respectfully. 

Since then. 

They are the strong under Su Lang, the current protectors! 

"it is good!" 

"Go, the deity will take you to accept this star field!" 

"Not only this star field, but the deity will also bring the entire Big Thousand Domain Ring, the Small 

Thousand Domain Ring, and all the life planets in the Boundless Outer Domain into the Crystal Wall 

World!" 

"The deity wants the power of the entire boundless universe to be concentrated on me, to fight against, 

and to kill Emperor Yuan Mingzhou!" 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, his eyes revealed the domineering and domineering meaning. 

Immediately after. 



Under the leadership of Su Lang. 

Everyone went to the Qingsheng Great Domain one by one to completely control them. 

Soon. 

It was Su Lang who put these natural life planets into his crystal wall world! 

at the same time. 

The distant void of the universe. 

Under the drag of dozens of super-primary beasts, a giant continent kept moving forward. 

suddenly! 

There were waves of terrifying exclamations from the mainland. 

"what happened!!" 

"Zhong Biezhu and they simply can't get in touch!" 

"Damn, Wu Yuquan's life card is broken! He has fallen!" 

"No, Mu Yizhi's life card is also broken, and he has fallen!" 

"Dead, all dead, including Zhong Biezhu, and even the three early powers who responded to them, all 

dead!!" 

"How is this possible? How could they be completely wiped out! Could it be that they were caught by 

the lingering old things on the Heavenly Continent!?" 

"Impossible, they have been lurking for a full billion years without being caught, how could they be 

caught at this time!" 

"Then what the **** is going on, Zhong Biezhu and the others have a total of twenty-eight Taichu, plus 

three attractors, for a total of thirty-one!" 

"Could it be Zhong Biezhu and the others who were betrayed by a traitor, but the traitor was also 

cleaned up, so everyone's life card was broken!" 

"But why do they want to clean up the traitors? Their population is already small and they need new 

blood to join!" 

"What's more, the traitor has helped them to do this step and wiped out Zhong Biezhu and his group!" 

"..." 

The primordial powerhouses were arguing, but basically everyone was terrified. 

A total of 31 losses of the strong in the beginning. 

For the first time in billions of years! 

"Damn it!" 



"This temptation is really a blood loss. We didn't get any benefits. We can't even return without success. 

We are simply defeated!" 

"Damn it, now there is no one to send a message back from the Heavenly Misty Continent. I will lose the 

advantage of reporting." 

"..." 

Talking about this, the faces of the monks in robes, Zheng Buddha, suddenly looked ugly as if they had 

eaten shit! 

Chapter 1963: Millions of wonderful trees 

suddenly. 

"You said, could it be the ghost of Su Lang?" 

Monk Kongchan said while pulling his beard. 

In fact, he himself didn't believe it very much. 

It was just that Su Lang's weirdness was suddenly thought of, so he said it. 

The rest were even more disbelief. 

"Su Lang? What Su Lang?" 

"The quasi-primary human race leader who was brought by Qin Song?" 

"Hehe, what a joke, how can it be possible for a quasi-prime primacy?" 

"..." 

The rest of the early powerhouses shook their heads, their faces full of disbelief. 

"Yes." 

"He is so weak that he is not qualified to do anything!" 

"That chopstick, the next time he attacks the Tianmen Continent, it will be his death date!" 

Monk Kongzhi smiled bitterly and shook his head, wondering how he would mention the weak ant of Su 

Lang. 

"Humph!" 

"That Su Lang dog is as cunning as a fox and has escaped from our hands many times. It's really hateful!" 

"I really hope I can launch the general offensive again soon and bring his Heavenly Misty Continent into 

the rule of my Buddha!" 

"The Su Lang dog must be punished with the harshest punishment!" 

Seeing Monk Kongzhi mentioning Su Lang, Master Huijue nun suddenly flashed his own loss experience 

in his heart, and immediately resented him! 
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"Huijue, don't worry!" 

"The next total attack will not be too far!" 

Monk Shi Yu looked indifferent, a trace of killing intent flashed in his eyes! 

Except for the returning army of warriors. 

In Tianmi Continent, among Mi Ling Mountain. 

As the master of all things, the leader of Buddhism. 

Mi Ling Buddha also learned the bad news that Zhong Biezhu and others had all fallen. 

but. 

He was just stunned, and immediately didn't take it to heart. 

A little loss does not affect the overall situation. 

In his opinion. 

Tianmi Continent will eventually rule all the boundless fragmented continents, there is no second 

ending! 

But he didn't know. 

As a variable, Su Lang has appeared! 

At this moment. 

In the Qingsheng big domain. 

The natural planets in each star field were taken into the crystal wall world by Su Lang. 

The creatures above were all unscathed. 

For these countless creatures, they are nothing more than changing a piece of sky. 

In this new world. 

Except that he couldn't fly out of the sky like a crystal solid wall, the change was not big. 

The biggest change. 

Probably it was the disappearance of world consciousness. 

This has led to almost all the mysteries of causal fate to be ineffective. 

World consciousness was swallowed by the virtual spirit universe! 

First of all. 

Su Lang would not allow other consciousnesses in his world. 

Secondly. 



As a huge pan-consciousness formed by the incense aspirations of sentient beings. 

In Su Lang's eyes, they are also nourishment for irrigating incense weapons. 

The incense power accumulated by a natural planet for countless years is very complicated! 

But here in Su Lang, any chaotic incense aspiration can separate the incense aspiration he needs most. 

In addition to the incense aspiration power absorbed by the consciousness of swallowing the planet. 

Su Lang also got the incense aspiration power from countless creatures on every planet. 

Because the world has changed suddenly. 

The emotions of the creatures change drastically, and the incense aspiration generated by them is not of 

high quality, but the quantity is definitely leveraged! 

And the huge incense will power. 

Su Lang immediately brought huge benefits! 

When Su Lang collected all the planets of Qingsheng Dayu into the crystal wall world. 

A huge amount of incense aspiration power poured into the Void Spirit universe, and entered the two 

Void Dragon Vein worlds respectively. 

In a short time. 

On the ‘Picture Scroll’ of the Void Dragon Vessel, which represents the Heart-piercing Lock, the picture 

of the Longevity Lock becomes clearer and more real. 

In the world of void dragon veins that provide incense and aspirations for Qibao Miaoshu. 

It has also condensed dozens of millions of special incense wishing power crystals. 

This kind of crystallization was called "Miaoshu Crystal" by Su Lang! 

At this moment. 

These incense will power crystals have been able to evolve the Qibao Tree! 

Standing in a void. 

Su Lang took out a piece of incense and wishing power and looked at it. 

I saw that the incense wishing power crystal is a thorough crystal, each showing a perfect spherical 

shape, very round! 

The breath from above is very strange. 

That is the Qibao Miaoshu, I will grab your weapon, and you can’t resist’ characteristic aura! 

Chapter 1964: Evolution Seven Treasure Tree 

This weird breath. 
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They have never felt the custody of Jiang Wenzheng. 

"Evolve incense weapon!" 

"I haven't experienced it before, try it!" 

Su Lang weighed the incense in his hands and wished the power to crystallize, and immediately issued 

instructions, "System, evolve the Seven Treasure Tree for me!" 

"Ding! Consuming special incense and wishing power to crystallize *100000, Qibao Miaoshu has evolved 

into Erdu Godless Soldier!" 

"One hundred thousand incense wishing power crystals evolved once!?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, glanced at the crystal of his remaining willingness, and ordered again, "Give 

me five more attempts to evolve?" 

"Ding! Consuming special incense and wishing power to crystallize *200000, Qibao Miaoshu has evolved 

into a Sandu Godless Soldier!" 

"Ding! Consume... Qibao Miaoshu has evolved into Sidu Godless Soldier!" 

"Ding! Consumption... Wudu has no **** soldiers!" 

"Ding! The special incense is not enough to crystallize!" 

The system prompt resounded through Su Feng's mind. 

From the beginning to the end, the Qibao Miaoshu has evolved four times, reaching the Wudu Godless 

level. 

But because it has been strengthened seven times before. 

Therefore, its level is higher than that of the quasi Taichu, and it has the power of the 11th-level 

Supreme Emperor! 

With this level of power, any weapon of the Supreme Emperor and Quasi-prime Beginning can be easily 

taken away! 

Moreover, with Su Lang's strength at this time, he urged the Seven Treasure Tree with all his strength, 

so that even the weapons of the early powerhouse Yiyan could be taken away! 

For the higher-level primordial powerhouses, it can also cause a brief loss of control of their weapons. 

"Very strong, very good!" 

"Wei Neng has been initially highlighted!" 

"If you evolve and strengthen a few more times, you will be able to completely show the characteristics 

of being against the sky!" 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, and immediately looked at the Heart-piercing Lock Void Dragon Vein 

World. 



At this time, the moon moth was collecting souls from hundreds of thousands of worlds in Su Lang's 

body all the time. 

At the starting point of Huangquan Road, all souls that could not be reviewed were thrown into Qibao 

Hell and Heart Piercing Hell. 

The inside of Heart-piercing Lock Void Dragon Vein World is already full of countless souls! 

They become incense creatures. 

Believe that this world is transformed by a heart-piercing lock. 

I firmly believe that I am the offspring of the lock, and have all the abilities of the lock. 

They continue to condense nine black jade chains to attack others. 

Believe that you can confine and harm the body and soul of the enemy! 

A large number of special incense aspirations are generated in this way, and merged into the core of the 

void dragon world! 

Although it has been a short time from condensing the Heart-piercing Lock Void Dragon Vein world to 

now. 

However, with the supply of a large amount of incense willingness, one-tenth of the cohesion has been 

completed! 

Su Lang knew very clearly. 

With more and more worlds in one's body, more and more incense creatures. 

The incense aspiration that oneself obtains will grow wildly like a snowball. 

The condensing speed of the lock will be faster and faster! 

It doesn't take much time to completely condense! 

At this time. 

Jiang Wenzheng, Qin Song and others all gathered to Su Lang's side. 

"His Majesty Su Lang, Emperor of Boundless Universe!" 

The crowd bowed on one knee and saluted. 

"Everyone, please." 

Su Lang smiled and held up everyone, "The Heavenly Misty Continent needs everyone to sit down, let's 

go back now, and everyone will enter the life universe of my clone." 

Talking. 

Then make Xing Cuanyun He clone to open the universe of life. 

"Yes! Your Majesty!" 



Jiang Wenzheng and the others immediately took their orders, and immediately got into the universe of 

life of Xingcuanyun He clone. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang activated the clone dispatch function. 

quickly. 

Two Xing Cuanyun combined clones appeared in the Tianmen Continent. 

Su Lang also used the clone replacement function to return to the Tianmen Continent. 

Then Jiang Wenzheng and the others were released by Su Lang from the universe of life of Xing Cuan 

Yun He clone. 

"Everyone, go ahead and create the exchange building and the incense statue." 

"The deity will also continue to build the spirit of the Heavenly Continent to transmit the Internet." 

Su Lang smiled and waved his hand, and immediately flew high into the sky, and began to arrange 

formations one by one. 

"Yes! Your Majesty Emperor Zhou!" 

"Don't let His Majesty Emperor Zhou be disappointed!" 

After Jiang Wenzheng and others took their orders, they went to find Yanxingxing and others. 

Each of them is responsible for different areas. 

The powerful strength of the etheric beginning. 

I believe that the task of building incense statues and exchange buildings on the entire Celestial 

Continent and Celestial Constellations will soon be completed. 

Chapter 1965: Three consecutive upgrade functions 

Here. 

Su Lang arranged the formation on the side. 

While pulling out a trace of divine thought, some of the clone avatars and twin avatars were sent to 

collect natural planets in the Great Thousand Regions ring. 

After these clones used Baiying clones, there were more than nine thousand. 

And all of them are Yiyantai's primary combat power, and they are almost invincible when placed in the 

Great Thousand Domain Ring! 

The original mission of these clones was to use the nine Taoist places to cultivate treasures. 

But now it seems. 

It is more cost-effective to collect natural planets directly from the boundless universe. 
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There are so many treasures and wise creatures on a planet! 

Isn't it the inferior treasure made by Dao Li Jiu? 

After the clones were dispatched. 

Soon a star field was found, and then the avatars conquered the planets one after another, into the 

universe of life. 

Then he returned to Su Lang's side, gave the natural life planet to Su Lang, and put it into the crystal wall 

world. 

Seeing that there are more and more crystal wall worlds with planets. 

Su Lang was immediately happy. 

Immediately after. 

He started to do something more pleasing. 

That is to count the spoils obtained by killing Zhong Biezhu and others this time. 

"System! Deposit all Xianyuan Diyuan into the balance!" 

Su Lang's eyes first fell on the capital casserole noodles! 

After the order is issued. 

The system command sounded immediately. 

"Ding! The storage is complete, and the balance is 9.85 Universe Origin!" 

"9.85?" 

"It's the Ninety-eight-Five Million Supreme Emperor Yuan?" 

"Unexpectedly, there are so many high-quality emperor sources, Zhong Biezhu is so fat!" 

After listening to the system reminder, Su Lang suddenly formed an excited smile. 

This is a whole nine universe origins! 

Several system functions can be upgraded! 

"system!" 

"First upgrade me the one-key martial arts function!" 

Su Lang licked his lips excitedly, and then gave the order. 

"Ding! Consume 1 universe origin, the one-click martial arts function is upgraded to level 48, and the 

training speed is increased to 375 trillion times the speed of the basic training without lack of aptitude!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 universe origin, the one-click treasure hunting function has been upgraded to 

level 47, and the number of treasure hunting flying gliders is 375 trillion!" 



"Ding! Consumes 1 universe origin, the one-key enhancement function is upgraded to level 8, the 

enhancement limit is +1, and the current enhancement can be 8 times!" 

Three system prompts sounded. 

The speed of martial arts with the one-click martial arts function has increased again! 

With the function of Nine Hearts into One, the rate of nine martial arts villains practicing one exercise at 

the same time has reached a terrifying 3375 trillion times! 

Such a terrifying speed. 

It only takes less than two hours to practice Taiyuan Gongfa to the founding level. 

"The previously placed "The Map of Clouds and Fog" has been practiced for a while." 

"It's estimated that it won't take long to reach the founding level, hehe!" 

Su Lang glanced at the nine villains who were busy practicing martial arts in the mysterious space, and a 

trace of expectation rose in his heart. 

In addition to the one-click martial arts function. 

The number of treasure hunting flying gliders has also doubled! 

A total of three hundred and seventy-five trillion can only ignore the godless-level treasure hunting 

flying flying flying gliders, and they are almost invincible in the Great Thousand Domain Ring and the 

Small Thousand Domain Ring. 

Because those places basically won't have too junior strong people. 

"If this is released to search a certain star field." 

"Custody can dig the planets into death stars!!" 

Su Lang took a breath, and his eyes lit up. 

Even at the beginning level, it is not common even in the four continents transformed by the boundless 

world. 

Compared with the vast expanse of four continents. 

The distribution of the strong from the beginning is completely sparse. 

Treasure hunt flying gliders can also play their role! 

"You have to find a way to put the treasure hunting flying flying glider on the Tianmi continent!" 

"Still can only choose a clone, continue to dispatch, and gradually arrive at Tianmi Continent!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and immediately transferred a Baiying clone. 

First, he was dispatched to the void where he had encountered Monk Kongchan and others. 

Soon. 



He began to dispatch avatars constantly to make them approach Tianmi Continent! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang's gaze once again fell to the enhancement function. 

After the enhanced function is upgraded, the upper limit is raised again. 

Weapons such as the Youtian Sword, Godless Dragon Terrace, and Tianjia Eight-Edged Shield can all be 

strengthened again! 

Chapter 1966: Disassemble too primary weapons 

But before that. 

Su Lang planned to disassemble all the captured weapons, formations, and medicines. 

Then use the decomposed materials to try to evolve the Youtian Sword and other weapons! 

After some sorting. 

Su Lang found thirteen complete too-junior weapons. 

And more than fifty very powerful quasi-too junior weapons, and a greater number of godless soldiers. 

A weapon that can reach the primordial level. 

Basically, it has gone through billions of years of continuous improvement to have the current power. 

Countless treasures of heaven, material and earth were used during this period. 

I don't even know how many souls of the Supreme Emperor have been swallowed, or even the 

remnants of souls that are too basic. 

Once broken down. 

There are bound to be countless materials! 

In addition. 

Because they are very loyal to their owners! 

Moreover, Su Lang didn't want to believe them, so he didn't have the idea of extracting information 

from them. 

"system!" 

"Resolve this arsenal of pure Liuzhang scissors!" 

Su Lang locked a magic weapon of Yiyan Primordial Level Scissors with his spiritual thoughts, and issued 

instructions for decomposition. 

"Ding! The decomposition is successful, you will get the Soul of the Beginning*3, the Soul of the 

Supreme Emperor*1325685, the Yulinbo daughter of the too elementary material*1253, and the Secret 

Jade of the Sky Vision*8564..." 
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The system prompt came. 

The powerful too elementary weapon suddenly collapsed into countless materials. 

The spirits in it didn't even have time to scream. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"Three copies of the soul of the beginning!" 

"This means that there are three too junior powerhouses!" 

"There are more than one million souls of the Supreme Emperor!" 

Su Lang couldn't help but twitched when he looked at the huge amount of materials accumulated in the 

storage space from the decomposition. 

The Soul of the Supreme Emperor alone is more than enough for him to evolve two low-level weapons! 

have to say. 

The one-key mixer function is awesome. 

It can always evolve with the best solution, and will not take any detours and consume any unnecessary 

materials! 

at this time. 

Su Lang took out a copy of the Soul of the Beginning which was obtained by decomposition. 

The Soul of the Beginning presents a palm-sized humanoid silhouette, like a crystal clear translucent 

fluid. 

These characteristics are almost the same as the Jingni soul. 

"This is the soul of the beginning, continue!" 

Su Lang's eyes lit up, and the one-key decomposition function was activated again to disassemble all the 

remaining weapons. 

Home in a blink of an eye. 

There are more than 30 copies of the Soul of the Beginning in the storage space! 

The soul of the supreme emperor has reached tens of millions! 

A godless giant who can dominate one side in the outer star field of the boundless universe, here is one 

in tens of millions, completely insignificant! 

"Plus the last time you disassembled the weapon." 

"My soul of the supreme emperor has probably reached forty million giants!" 

"Hey, refining and evolution weapons certainly can't consume so much." 



Su Lang rubbed his hands in excitement, "Put the rest into the Void Dragon Vein Celestial Realm, and it 

can improve the efficiency of the heart-piercing lock." 

Immediately after. 

He then decomposed all the seized finished pills and formations. 

Suddenly got countless spirit flowers and spirit grasses, as well as a large number of training materials! 

Just to arrange the spiritual Internet and transmit the Internet requires a huge amount of refining 

materials. 

Plus Qin Song and others gave it from Zhong Biezhu and other too junior powerhouses. 

The spiritual Internet coverage provided by Su Lang suddenly skyrocketed many times! 

Next. 

Su Lang ordered the system to start refining pills. 

At the same time, while arranging formations, start evolving weapons! 

"system!" 

"Keep the current characteristics and evolve the Youtian Sword!" 

Su Lang took the Youtian Sword that had turned into a hairpin from his head and gave instructions. 

"Ding! Consumes the Soul of the Beginning*1, the Soul of Godlessness*2000000, and the elementary 

materials: Ningtian Mingxin*100, Haoxing Meteorite Core*200, Shaoxing Xunyu*520, Liaoyuan Steel 

Lishi*986. ..... Godless grade materials: Evil Emperor Devil Heart Jade*1880000, Six Sun Flame 

Marrow...The Youtian Sword has evolved into a weapon of the Second Yan Taichu!" 

A long list of system prompts appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

In the storage space. 

The godless materials disappeared. 

Simultaneously. 

A burst of brilliance flashed from Youtianjian's sword. 

Suddenly. 

The aura of Youtian Sword has soared by dozens to hundreds of times, and its power is greatly 

increased! 

Chapter 1967: Evolve weapons and practice medicine 

"Wow!" 

"Master is so amazing, so amazing!" 

"Xiaoyou loves you!" 
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Qi Ling Xiaoyou suddenly ran out and hung on Su Lang's body, the kind that couldn't be pulled off. 

"Just happy." 

"I will strengthen you again later!" 

At the corner of Su Lang's mouth, Wei Yang, while rubbing Xiaoyou's hair, took out the Godless Dragon 

Platform and issued the system command again. 

In an instant. 

Another long system prompt sounded. 

Countless materials have been turned into nutrients for the growth of the Godless Dragon Platform, 

pushing it from the primary stage of the first generation to the second stage of the second generation. 

Next. 

Su Lang has successively evolved the Heavenly Eight-Round Shield, Bright Sword, and Lunar Mother Nest 

into Eryantai primary weapons. 

Don't look at the second level. 

It should be known that the basic weapons that Su Lang seized were basically all weapons. 

Only two handles are at the second level, and one handle is at the third level. 

Those who can hold Eryan weapons are all Wuyan too junior strong! 

Among Zhong Biezhu and others, more than half of them did not have too basic weapons available, and 

could only use quasi too basic weapons, or simply use their bare hands. 

This can be seen. 

Too elementary weapons are very scarce among the early warriors! 

At this moment. 

Su Lang has evolved all his commonly used weapons to the second level, five in total! 

I don't know what other primordial extremely strong people will feel when they know it. 

Closer to home. 

After the evolution of commonly used weapons. 

Su Lang strengthened them again! 

Five weapons including Youtian Sword have all completed the eighth enhancement. 

This immediately caused their power to approach the Siyan Prime Beginning level! 

The spirits were very grateful to Su Lang for the significant improvement. 



But because Xiaoyou hung on Su Lang's body, they didn't dare to bother, so they could only thank you in 

the weapon body. 

Next. 

Su Lang then refined the remaining materials into a very basic weapon. 

It was mainly refined for Jiang Wenzheng and other new subordinates. 

In addition, there are also refined for Yanxingxing and others. 

In short. 

It doesn't take too much material to refining Yiyan too basic weapons. 

Su Lang has refined more than 20 pieces, and only spent less than ten million on the Soul of the 

Supreme Emperor, and the Soul of the Beginning is even more useless. 

The weapon is refined. 

Su Lang put all the remaining soul into the world of Piercing Heart Lock Void Dragon Vessel. 

Finish these things. 

Su Lang's eyes finally fell on the pill. 

From Zhong Biezhu and others, he obtained a large amount of alchemy materials. 

At this time, all of them are refined into pill. 

And use the synthetic function to merge it into the perfect too primary pill. 

at this time. 

Su Lang already has more than five hundred perfect-quality super-primary pill! 

The five hundred pill pills include cultivation pill, mental pill, and healing pill. 

There are 191 pill of cultivation type! 

"These pills will give Qin Song and Jiang Wenzheng some points." 

"After all, many of them are stuck at the bottleneck. It is better to give a few more pills." 

"I can hardly use the healing pill, but I can just leave it to Yuwen Xingyuan and other early warriors who 

have just been resurrected. They need these pill." 

"I can't use the mental pill, my mental power is skyrocketing every second!" 

"So these spiritual pills should be left to Chu Xiaobei and the others. Their mental power is really too 

weak." 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang quickly divided the pills he was going to give away. 



The rest are almost all pills that increase cultivation and mental strength and restore pill. 

During the battle, he often used the Universal Annihilation Profound meaning to completely consume 

the energy of his whole body. 

With these recovery pills, he can recover energy faster! 

"Now, start taking drugs and practicing!" 

After Su Lang put all the other medicines in place, he took out a medicine to increase his cultivation and 

swallowed it into his abdomen. 

Rumble! 

The majestic medicine suddenly spread. 

Immediately, it was absorbed and digested in the crazy exercises of the cultivation villain, and 

transformed into a large amount of cultivation. 

Su Lang was as relaxed and comfortable as having eaten a jelly bean, touched his stomach, and took out 

a pill again to swallow it. 

Chapter 1968: Breakthrough, the realm of the second primordial beginning 

suddenly. 

"Master, Xiaoyou wants it!" 

Xiao You, who hung on Su Lang, said with a drooling expression. 

"Uh." 

"It's useless for you to eat these." 

"Your foundation is on the weapon itself, and taking pills is useless." 

"Why don't you give you some delicious fruits to eat and play with!" 

Su Lang smiled, and then took out some delicious Ling Guo as snacks for Xiao You. 

Xiaoyou wasn't picky, and started eating deliciously. 

In fact, she just watched Su Lang eating incense, so she wanted to try. 

After dismissing Xiaoyou. 

Su Lang continued to take pills to improve his cultivation. 

A large amount of pills entered the abdomen, constantly filling the white cultivator. 

Time passed slowly. 

It didn't take long. 

Su Lang has accumulated an unimaginable cultivation base! 
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"Hey!" 

"It should be enough to break through to the second level of cultivation." 

"Mental power has already reached the breakthrough standard!" 

A hint of excitement flashed in Su Lang's eyes, "It's time to condense more mysterious time rules and 

make a breakthrough!" 

next moment! 

He issued system instructions and began to comprehend higher-level time rules! 

"Ding! Time rules are beginning to comprehend!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

The extremely mysterious and obscure time rules emerged in Su Lang's soul, branded into it, and 

merged into one! 

In a blink of an eye. 

Su Lang has mastered the time rules to the level of the Second Yan Primordial Realm! 

Look at the cultivation villain again. 

It's still golden! 

Although comprehending the rules of time requires a huge amount of cultivation. 

But Su Lang relied on the one-key cultivation function and a large number of pills, and the accumulated 

cultivation base was enough to complete the breakthrough process at once! 

"system!" 

"Now give me a breakthrough to the Second Yan Primordial Stage!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and gave instructions to the system. 

"Ding! Start breaking through!" 

The system prompt sounded. 

Most of the golden villain turned white instantly. 

Countless cultivation bases have all poured into Su Lang's body! 

The time rules mastered by these cultivation base Su Lang merged, and immediately merged with the 

Yingzhu Universe! 

The same as when I broke through to the beginning of Yiyan Taichu. 

A crystal wall cell around the luminous universe quickly completed sublimation. 



Immediately afterwards, there were the second and the third...Until a whole gai of cells were 

sublimated, the breakthrough was completely over! 

"Er Yan is in the early stage!!" 

Su Lang felt the powerful force in his body, and a ray of joy suddenly flashed in his eyes. 

At this time, he already has two life universes that incorporate the rules of time. 

In addition to this, there are two whole crystal wall cells that have sublimated and qualitatively changed! 

This made Su Lang's combat power far surpass his peers! 

"system!" 

"Open the properties panel!" 

Su Lang thought, and gave the order. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Second Yan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Sanyan Taichu+ 

[Defensive Level]: Sanyan Taichu+ 

[Shenfa level]: Sanyan Taichu 

[Endurance Level]: Sanyan Taichu+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" (too elementary, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 48), one-key martial arts function (level 

47), clone dispatch function (level 47), one-key treasure hunt function (level 47), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key enhancement function 

(level 8), one Key decomposition function (no level) 

"The attack level has surpassed the ordinary Sanyan Taichu." 

"Before this, I need to swallow five clones to do it!" 

At the corner of Su Lang's mouth, Wei Yang was very satisfied with this promotion. 

Next. 



He will continue to practice the exercises and keep advancing on the path of cultivation in the universe. 

After Su Lang plans to complete the spiritual Internet and the transmission Internet, he will immediately 

run Hengsha Boundless World Record to condense more crystal wall worlds! 

After making a decision. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the super-primary exercises captured from Zhong Biezhu and others. 

Chapter 1969: Reinventing the Spiritual Internet 

The Zhong Biezhu group adds three recruits. 

There are a total of 31 too junior strong. 

It's just that most of the exercises they practice are repeated. 

Therefore, Su Lang didn't get too many basic exercises, only 23 books in total, and it was not the original 

one. 

"It's all too basic exercises of nature!" 

"There is still an eternal state above the beginning." 

"Unfortunately, my one-key synthesis function has reached the top level, and I cannot continue to 

upgrade." 

"Otherwise, I can synthesize two eternal realm techniques!" 

"However, there seems to be only one condition to reach the realm of eternity, and that is to condense 

the time avenue and completely form its own independent universe!" 

"I have a system function to condense the avenue of time, and the bottleneck of the eternal realm can't 

trouble me." 

"However, there is only so much cultivation base needed to condense a trace of time rules. To condense 

the time avenue, I don't know how much cultivation base is needed." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang picked from the twenty-three exercises. 

It is a pity that the exercises practiced by Zhong Biezhu and others are relatively mediocre. 

It can't be compared with those too elementary exercises that Su Lang synthesized! 

"I can only throw it into the storage space and eat ashes." 

Su Lang curled his lips, and immediately began to arrange the formation wholeheartedly. 

I saw him flying constantly at high altitude, and his ability to form an array was never interrupted. 

Wherever Su Lang flew over, as long as it was within the scope of the divine consciousness, countless 

formations would immediately appear, completely obscuring the sky. 

Accompanied by the continuous emergence of formations. 
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The formation materials in Su Lang's storage space also disappeared sharply. 

When the refining materials are exhausted. 

Su Lang impressively has laid out a spiritual internet and transportation network spreading across the 

tenth of the heavenly continent. 

These places cover the most prosperous areas of the Tianmen Continent. 

It is conceivable that when countless warriors enter the spiritual Internet world, what a terrifying 

cultural development will occur! 

And they can also use the transport network to reach where they want to go, which is more convenient 

for the integration of civilizations in various regions. 

"The Spiritual Internet and the Transmission and Transportation Network can't actually increase the 

strength of the Tianmen Continent in a short period of time." 

"The main thing is that these two things can unite people's hearts, enhance fighting spirit, and increase 

my prestige!" 

"The spiritual internet and the transportation network will be completely integrated into the lives of all 

warriors. When they see these two things, they will think of me and provide incense and aspirations!" 

Su Lang looked at the boundless super large array, the corner of his mouth suddenly outlined a look of 

expectation. 

Soon. 

He took out the jade card of transmission and sent a message to Yanxingxing and others. 

Make it popularize the information that the spiritual Internet and the transportation network have been 

established, and how to use it! 

Yan Hengxing and others who learned the news were suddenly excited! 

"The patriarch has set up the spiritual internet and transportation network!" 

"Although it is only one-tenth, it already covers all the prosperous areas of the Tianmen Continent!" 

"Its area is countless times larger than the Xinghai large area network we deployed before!" 

"You deserve to be the patriarch. He completed such a vast project in such a short period of time. If we 

were to be replaced by us, it would cost us hundreds of millions of years?" 

"Are you dreaming, can we lay out a too elementary formation? It is even more difficult for us to make 

some quasi-prime formation!" 

"Hurry up, pass these news!" 

"..." 

Yan Hingxing and others were very excited. 



They have already tasted the benefits of the spiritual internet. 

I know that this is a great feat that stretches countless times for the Tianmen Continent! 

Immediately after. 

Yanxingxing and others told Jiang Wenzheng, Qin Song and others about the good news, and told them 

how to use it. 

"Spiritual Internet!" 

"Even so that everyone can live, meet and communicate in the same virtual world, just like the second 

real heavenly continent!" 

"There is also the transmission of the Internet, as long as it is within the coverage of the network, it can 

be transmitted to some designated locations, and the transmission distance is far greater than any 

transmission array, and it can be done across half a sky of the continent!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is really great. Such a feat will surely greatly increase the overall strength of the 

Heavenly Misty Continent." 

"Yes, in time, our Heavenly Misty Continent will become the new center of the entire infinite universe." 

Chapter 1970: I just want to worship your majesty 

"..." 

After Jiang Wenzheng and others understood the functions of the spiritual internet and the 

transportation network, their eyes suddenly brightened, like a searchlight! 

Soon. 

With Su Lang's permission. 

Jiang Wenzheng and other too junior powerhouses became the first people to step into the spiritual 

Internet. 

I saw that all the primordial powers used the special ‘terminal’ refined by Su Lang to log into the spiritual 

Internet with their spiritual power. 

Suddenly. 

They saw a world exactly like the current Tianmen Continent! 

This world is so real. 

So even they are too junior and strong to see the clues. 

Can imagine. 

After those weaker warriors come in, I am afraid they will not be able to distinguish between the virtual 

and the real world! 

"Too realistic!" 
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"For countless creatures, this is their second world!" 

"With this world, countless warriors who will never be able to meet will be able to meet and 

communicate with each other!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang, the emperor of the boundless universe, is too great, worship your Majesty!" 

"..." 

All the primordial powerhouses looked at the extremely real world around them, and suddenly raised 

their hearts of admiration and worship towards Su Lang. 

Suddenly. 

They produced a large amount of incense aspiration power, which was absorbed by Su Lang's virtual 

spirit universe. 

This is the incense aspiration generated by the too junior strong. 

One piece is worth the incense aspirations produced by countless ordinary creatures. 

Next. 

Yan Hingxing and others also entered this world. 

At the beginning, on Canglan Star, the familiar feeling of entering the virtual world of the Five Elements 

Sky Formation was overwhelming. 

Everyone burst into tears. 

At this time. 

Su Lang's figure suddenly appeared in front of everyone. 

It turns out that Su Lang has also entered this virtual world! 

"Everyone!" 

"How is this virtual world?" 

Su Lang looked at everyone with a small smile on his face. 

"His Majesty Su Lang, Emperor of Boundless Universe!" 

"The virtual world you created is really the greatest miracle in the endless universe in countless years!" 

"This world is so real, I will think that I am still in the real Celestial Continent if I am not careful." 

"I just want to worship Your Majesty now!" 

"..." 

Everyone admired them from the bottom of their hearts, and bowed down to Su Lang one by one, and 

continued to bow down. 



"Everyone, get up." 

"I have refined countless login terminals, you can use them to distribute them." 

"By the way, there is a refining method for logging in to the terminal, and I will give it to you. I think you 

can easily refining it." 

"Next, go and spread the news throughout the Tianmen Continent, and let the continent enter a new 

era!" 

While talking, Su Lang took out a storage ring to everyone. 

"Yes!" 

Everyone bowed their heads one after another, "Your Majesty Su Lang, the stalwart Emperor Su Lang!" 

but. 

Su Lang did not let them leave immediately. 

It is to make everyone return to the real world first, and then reunite with everyone. 

Immediately after. 

In the look of everyone's fire. 

Su Lang once again took out a large amount of treasures to distribute to everyone. 

It is the large amount of pill that was refined before! ! 

The moment the pill appeared. 

Countless medicinal incense filled the surrounding area, and even caused a vision of heaven and earth! 

"Perfect too primary pill!!" 

"Oh my God, so many too low-level pills!" 

"This is all refined by His Majesty Su Lang, it is incredible!" 

"..." 

When everyone saw the pill that Su Lang had taken out, they screamed in shock. 

Simultaneously. 

Everyone was extremely excited. 

Because they knew that these pills were rewarded by Su Lang! 

"These pills should be enough for you to break through." 

"And Yuwen Xingyuan, you can also quickly recover with the help of healing pills!" 

Su Lang smiled and waved his hand, and the pills immediately flew to the front of a powerful person 

who was too junior. 



"Subordinates thank your majesty the great Emperor Zhou!" 

"I am waiting to defend the great Su Lang to the death!" 

"Subordinates will definitely be able to break through, and live up to your majesty's expectations!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and others knelt down on one knee to Su Lang, their heads drooping, and their voices 

contained endless gratitude. 

"You don't have to be like this." 

Su Lang smiled, lifted everyone up with his force, and then looked at Yanxingxing and others. 

 


